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Interactions between brush-coated clay sheets in a polymer matrix
Rong Wang, Feng Qiu,a) Hongdong Zhang, and Yuliang Yang
Department of Macromolecular Science, The Key Laboratory of Molecular Engineering of Polymers,
Ministry of Education, China and Fudan University, Shanghai, 200433 China

~Received 7 October 2002; accepted 26 February 2003!

The interactions between clay sheets with lateral lengthL that are grafted by polymer chains ofN
monomers immersed in a chemically identical polymer melt of polymerization indexP are
calculated by using Edwards’ self-consistent field theory. The calculation is carried out in two
dimensions and shows that, as expected, for short grafted chains (aN1/2!L, with a the segment
size!, the interactions and concentration profiles of the grafted layers are that of stretched brushes at
flat interface; while for long grafted chains (aN1/2@L), the interactions and concentration profiles
are characteristic of star polymers. In the practically useful~but analytically untractable! case of
intermediate grafted chain lengths, whereaN1/2;L, we have found that the lateral length of the clay
sheets is a new relevant length scale in determining the structure and interactions of the grafted
layers. These results indicate that the structure and interactions of the brush-coated clay sheets can
be tailored by varying the grafted chain length and/or the lateral length of the clay sheets to benefit
the fabrication of polymer/clay nanocomposites. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymeric nanocomposites are composed of polym
and dispersed inorganic particles with at least one dimen
at nanoscale.1 Examples include adding the inorganic cla
montmorillonite to nylon-6,2 reinforcing polypropylene by
particulates fibers, and layered inorganic fillers,3 confining
poly~ethylene oxide! in parallelly stacked montmorillonite
layers,4 and incorporating graphitic oxide and clays into co
ducting polymers, such as polyaniline and polypyrrole5,6

Such composites may exhibit dramatic increases in ten
strength, heat resistance, optical clarity, barrier propert
scratch resistance, and flame retardancy. It is now gene
understood that for polymeric nanocomposites to achi
these improved properties the inorganic particles have to
molecularly dispersed within the polymer matrix. In practic
however, the van der Vaals interactions between the in
ganic particles are always attractive, which result in the
gregation or flocculation of the particles. It is, thus, impo
tant to tailor the surfaces of the particles to control t
surface force. One common means is to end-graft poly
chains onto the particle surfaces, forming what is usua
referred to as apolymer brush.These brushes are of bot
practical and theoretical interest and have been the subje
intense study since the pioneering work of Alexander7 and de
Gennes.8

When a polymer brush is immersed in a polymer me
the osmotic effects tend to swell the brush, while the elas
ity of the grafted chains tends to diminish the brush ext
sion. The balance of the two effects results in an equilibri
brush height, which depends on three parameters, the p
merization indexes of the grafted chains,N, and the melt

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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chains,P, as well as the grafting densitys ~average number
of grafted chains per surface areaa2 of the solid substrate
wherea is the monomer size!. For long enough polymer mel
chains, i.e.,P*N1/2, the bare monomer–monomer intera
tions of theN chains often described by an excluded-volum
parameter, are screened out by theP chains, and theN chains
behave ideally.9 When the grafting density is low,sN1/2

!1, the free melt polymer chains penetrate the brush~‘‘wet
brush’’! and the brush height scales ash.aN1/2; where the
grafting density is high enough,sN1/2@1, the melt chains
are completely expelled from the brush~‘‘dry brush’’ ! and its
height scales ash.aNs.10 The interface between the brus
and the melt, however, is not sharp; the melt penetra
over a distancel inside the brush. This phenomenon aris
as a balance between two effects. On the one hand, pene
ing the brush is entropically favorable for the solvent;
the other hand, the melt penetration implies an ex
stretching of the chains in the outer fringe of the brush an
subsequent cost in elastic free energy. The penetra
length l was calculated by Leibleret al. for a melt of
long chains: l5as21/3N1/2 for P.P* 5N2/3s22/3, i.e.,
sN1/2.(N/P)3/2.11 In this regime, the melt wets the brus
only partially and there exists a positive interfacial ener
between the grafted chains of the brush and the mo
chains of the bulk. In the case of short melt moleculesP
,P* ), Leibler et al. predicted complete wetting and th
penetration length scales asl5as21NP21 for P,P*
5N2/3s22/3.11,12

Although the scaling analyses were rather successfu
giving qualitative prediction and interpretation of experime
tal observations, they were limited in providing detailed i
formation about the specific density profiles and interactio
of the polymer brush/melt systems. Using a continuous o
dimensional self-consistent field~SCF! theory, Ferreiraet al.
performed a systematic exploration of the parameter spac
il:
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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9448 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 20, 22 May 2003 Wang et al.
a polymer protected surface in contact with a melt.13 Their
calculation shows that due to subtle entropic effects the m
chains are expelled from the grafted layer, even if they
chemically identical to the grafted chains, and the inter
tions between the clay sheets can be purely repulsive o
pulsive at short distances and attractive at longer distan
The domain where attraction exists between two graf
layers, and where partial wetting is thus expected,
be simply described bysN1/2.(N/P)2, which is slightly
different from the just described scaling prediction,sN1/2

.(N/P)3/2. Combining the Scheutjens and Fleer SC
method and an analytical SCF theory, Balazset al. recently
investigated the interactions between two closely spaced
faces and the surrounding polymer melt, in which sh
chains~surfactants! are terminally anchored to each of th
surfaces.14 Their calculations show that adding a small fra
tion of end-functionalized polymers to the melt can lead
the formation of exfoliated structures, where the sheets
uniformly dispersed within the matrix. These results rev
that the optimal polymeric candidates for creating stable
foliated composites are those that would constitute opti
steric stabilizers for colloidal suspensions.

In all the previous theoretical studies the clay she
were assumed to be so big that their lateral lengths are m
longer than the size scale of the grafted polymers. Theref
all of the existing studies are in one dimension and th
argument is valid only for very long sheets (L@aN1/2).
These assumptions are apparently inadequate for n
sheets, where the inorganic clays~montmorillonite being a
prime example! consist of stacked silicate sheets, each sh
is approximately 200 nm in length and 1 nm in thicknes2

For a ‘‘dry’’ polymer brush with index of polymerization
equal to 1000, segment length 0.2 nm, and grafting den
0.5, the brush height is approximately 100 nm, which is
same order as the lateral length of the sheets. However,
regimes with intermediate sheet length, which is importan
applications of nano-sheets, have entirely been left out by
previous theoretical studies. Attempting to deal with th
practically useful case of intermediate sheet lengths, here
report numerical calculations that do not impose any
sumption on the sheet length. We use the SCF formul
originally developed by Edwards and extended to mu
component mixtures by Hong and Noolandi to investig
the morphologies and interaction potentials of the bru
coated clay sheets/polymer melt system.15–19

II. MODEL

We consider a system of two parallel clay sheets wit
distanceH along thex-axis and grafted withna polymer
chains of polymerization indexN ~Fig. 1!. The two sheets are
immersed in a polymer matrix ofnb free chains with poly-
merization indexP. To simplify the calculation, we assum
that the lateral length of the sheets in they-axis is much
larger than the brush height. Thus, due to the translatio
invariance along they-axis, the calculation can be reduced
two dimensions and the clay sheets are represented by
parallelL3W rectangles in thexz-plane, whereL andW are
the lateral length along thez-axis and the thickness of th
clay sheets, respectively. The surfaces of the clay sheet
Downloaded 10 May 2003 to 000.000.00.000. Redistribution subject to A
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denoted asr c . At sufficiently large distance away from th
sheets, the influence of the brushes ceases to exist andP
melt chains attain their bulk properties. The bulk is char
terized by a constant mean density of monomersc051. The
monomers of the grafted chains and the free chains are
sumed to be chemically identical, flexible with a statistic
length a, and incompressible with a volumer0

21. The vol-
ume occupied by the polymers isV5(naN1nbP)r0

21 and
the grafting density of the grafted chains iss5ana/4(L
1W), which is dimensionless and defined as the aver
number of grafted chains per surface areaa2 of the solid
substrate, wherea is the monomer size. It should be note
that this definition ofs implies thatna andnb are actually
the number of~grafted and matrix! polymers contained in a
box of dimensionLx3Lz3a, whereLx , Lz , anda are the
system sizes along thex, z and y-axes, respectively. The
average volume fraction of the grafted chains is defin
as c̄a5naNr0

21/V and that of the matrix chainsc̄b

5nbPr0
21/V.

FIG. 1. ~a! 2D schematic diagram of the geometry of two brush-coated c
sheets in a polymer melt. The long lateral length along they-axis is much
larger than the brush height, thus only a cross section in thexz-plane is
drawn. The two clay sheets are represented by two rectangles and
grafted chains are drawn darker than the melt chains. Note that
x-direction is perpendicular to the surfaces of the clay sheets.~b! Schematic
diagram illustrating the variables used in the calculation. Note thatH is the
distance between the two front surfaces of the clay sheets.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The system we considered here consists of many in
acting chains. In general, a many interacting system is
analytically tractable and a variety of approximations has
be taken, in which the mean field approximation is a go
first step to go. In the mean field theory the many interact
chains are reduced to that of independent chains subject
external~mean! field, created by the other chains. The fu
damental quantity to be calculated in mean field studie
the polymer segment probability distribution functio
q(r ,s), representing the probability of finding segments at
positionr . The probability,qa(r ,s), that a grafted chain end
at r in s steps having started at the surfaces of the clay sh
satisfies a modified diffusion equation

]qa~r ,s!

]s
5

a2

6
¹2qa~r ,s!2wa~r !qa~r ,s!, ~1!

wherewa(r ) is the self-consistent field, the initial condition
qa(r5r c,0)51 andqa(rÞr c,0)50, and the boundary con
dition is qa(r5r c ,s)50. To implement these condition
without contradictions, the trick introduced by Dolan a
Edwards was adopted.20 Because the two ends of the grafte
chains are distinct, a second end-segment distribution fu
tion, qa

†(r ,s), is needed. It satisfies Eq.~1! with the right-
hand side multiplied by21, and the initial condition,
qa

†(r ,N)51, and the boundary condition,qa
†(r5r c ,s)50.

For the free chains~b chains!, the two ends are identica
therefore, only one end-segment distribution functio
qb(r ,s), is needed, and the equation ofqb(r ,s) is similar to
Eq. ~1! with the initial condition,qb(r ,0)51, and the bound-
ary condition,qb(r5r c ,s)50.

The individual canonical partition function of the grafte
chains~a chains! subject to the mean fieldwa is defined as
Qa . In terms ofqa andqa

† , it can be written as

Qa5E dr qa~r ,s!qa
†~r ,s!. ~2!

Note thatQa is independent of the parameters. The expres-
sion for Qb is similar

Qb5E dr qb~r ,s!qb~r ,P2s!. ~3!

With the mean field approximation, the free energy
the system is given by

F
r0kBT

52nar0
21ln

Qa

nar0
21

2nbr0
21ln

Qb

nbr0
21

1E dr @2waca2wbcb2j~12ca2cb!#, ~4!

where kB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature
ca(r ) is the local volume fraction of the grafted chain
cb(r ) is the local volume fraction of the free chains, a
j(r ) is the potential field that ensures the incompressibi
of the system.

Minimizing the free energy in Eq.~4! with respect to
ca , cb , wa , wb , andj leads to the following mean field
equations that describe the equilibrium morphology:13,17,18

wa~r !5j~r !, ~5!
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wb~r !5j~r !, ~6!

ca~r !1cb~r !51, ~7!

ca~r !5
nar0

21

Qa
E

0

N

ds qa~r ,s!qa
†~r ,s!, ~8!

cb~r !5
nbr0

21

Qb
E

0

P

ds qb~r ,s!qb~r ,P2s!. ~9!

In general, Eqs.~5!–~9! must be solved numerically. We
choose to use the real space combinatorial screening a
rithm of Drolet and Fredrickson to numerically solve Eq
~5!–~9!.19,21 The calculations are carried out on a tw
dimensionalLx3Lz lattice with periodic boundary condition
The size of the lattice is chosen such thatLx5Lz@aN1/2 to
avoid finite size effect.22 To simplify the system and the ca
culation, we assume equal polymerization indexes of
grafted chains and the free chains; that is, we takeN5P, the
system is in the long solvent regime. The algorithm th
consists of generating the initial values of the fields. Usin
Crank–Nicholson scheme and an alternating-direction
plicit ~ADI ! method,23 the diffusion equations are then inte
grated to obtainqa (qb) andqa

† , for 0<s<N(P). Next, the
right-hand sides of Eqs.~8! and ~9! are evaluated to obtain
new expressions for the species volume fractions and
incompressibility field is chosen to be

j~r !5j~12ca~r !2cb~r !! ~10!

with j a constant with a high enough value to ensure tha
practiceca(r )1cb(r )51 and that the resulting density pro
files and energies are independent of its particular valu13

The final step is to update the potential fields using Eqs.~5!,
~6!, and~10! by means of a linear mix of new and old solu
tions. These steps are repeated until the~relative! free energy
changes at each iteration are reduced to 1024. For the details
of the calculation procedure, see Appendices A and B.

FIG. 2. Distribution of total monomer density of the grafted chains w
N5P550, s50.25 for different sheet lengths. The monomer density in
white region is higher than that in the dark region and the dark rectan
with different lengths in the center of the white region represent the c
sheets.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Morphology

We first illustrate how the brush structures change w
various sheet lengthsL. For clarity, only one clay shee
grafted with polymer chains is considered here. The distri
tions of the monomer density forN550 ands50.25 with
different lateral lengths of the clay sheet,L, are shown in Fig.
2. These distributions demonstrate the large influence of
lateral length of the clay sheet on the structure of the gra
chain layer. The shape of the monomer density distribut
varies smoothly from what appears to be an ellipse wheL
*aN1/2 to a circle whenL&aN1/2.

The corresponding monomer density profiles along thx
and z directions are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respec-
tively. When L*aN1/2, in both directions the shape of th
monomer density profiles is the parabolic, which is char
teristic of polymer brushes at a flat interface; whenL
&aN1/2, the shape of the density profile is the power la
decay in both thex- and z-directions, which is typical of a
star polymer.24 Similar behavior has been observed in a s
tem of polymer chains grafted to a spherical interface.25 In
that case, by changing the core curvature and using a m
fied Derjaguin approximation, the grafted layer assum
structures ranging from those in star polymer systems to
nar polymer brushes. In the present 2D calculation, with

FIG. 3. Profiles of total monomer density of the grafted chains withN5P
550, s50.25 along~a! the x direction and~b! the z direction.
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any further approximation, similar structures are predic
by changing the lateral length of the clay sheets.

The interaction between the two polymer brushes a
alters the structure of the brushes. As an example, we
illustrate in Fig. 4 the distribution of the monomer dens
for two clay sheets withL531 and each surface grafted wit
N550 chains at different distancesH. For convenience, the
surface of each sheet facing another approaching sheet
be called front surface and the other rear surface, and
brushes grafted on the front and rear surfaces are na
the front and rear brushes, respectively. For the values
s~50.25! and P~550! used, the systems are well in th
‘‘dry’’ brush regime ~wheresN1/2*1). The brush height is
roughly equal to the predicted value,h.aNs.12. When
H@2h, i.e., the two clay sheets are far away from each ot
and no interaction exists between the two front brushes,
melt polymer chains penetrate into the space between
tails of the two separated front brushes, and one finds tha
monomer density of the grafted chains are almost zero in
area. As the distance between the sheets decreases
reaches a critical value defined byH* .2h, the tails of the
two front brushes start to touch each other and the are
which the monomer density of the front brushes equal z
disappears, i.e., the melt chains being expelling out from
area. If the distance of the two sheets is further decrea
(H!2h), one can see that almost all the free chains
expelled out of the front brushes. The density profile of t
rear brushes remains almost unchanged as the two sh
move closer.

Figure 5 shows the distributions of the monomer dens
for sheet lengthL5W53 andN550. In this extreme case
whereL, W&aN1/2, the distributions of the monomer of th
polymer layers resemble that of star polymers and the la
thickness is predicted ash.aN1/2.7. Although the distance
between the sheets reaches the critical value that the tai
the two front layers start to touch each other, the melt cha
are not completely expelled out from this area. Decreas
the distance further, one finds that all the free chains
expelled out from the front layers.

B. Interactions

The interaction free energy for the two brushes at a d
tanceH is given by13

F~H !

r0kBT
52nar0

21ln
Qa

nar0
21

2E dr waca ~11!

and the free energy difference

F~H !

r0kBT
5F~H !2F~`!, ~12!

where the reference state is taken to be the state where
two clay sheets are separated far enough so that they do
feel each other, i.e., the monomer density distributions of
two brushes are not altered even when one separates
further. In Fig. 6 we present the results obtained for the
teraction free energyF/r0kBT of the two brushes~N550! in
a melt~P550! as a function of the distanceH between them,
for different values of the grafting densitys. The four curves
plotted in Fig. 6 correspond to the four values of the grafti
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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density forN5P550, L531 at s50.039 ~stars!, s50.117
~triangles!, s50.156 ~circles!, and s50.195 ~squares!. At
small brush separation there is a repulsive part in the in
action free energy for all four cases due to the exclud

FIG. 4. Distribution of total monomer density of the grafted chains w
N5P550, s50.25 andL531, W53 at different distances. The monome
density in the white region is higher than that in the dark region and the
rectangles with different lengths in the center of the white region repre
the clay sheets.
Downloaded 10 May 2003 to 000.000.00.000. Redistribution subject to A
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volume effect between the grafted polymers, while at la
brush separations there is no interaction between the brus
At intermediate distances~roughly at the contact distance
of the tails of the two brushes! and for relatively high

rk
nt

FIG. 5. Distribution of total monomer density of the grafted chains w
N5P550, s50.25 andL53, W53 at different distances. The monome
density in the white region is higher than that in the dark region and the d
rectangles with different lengths in the center of the white region repre
the clay sheets.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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grafting densities@sN1/2*(N/P)3/2#, however, it is surpris-
ing to see that the interactions are attractive. The reason
the appearance of the attractive interactions for polym
brushes immersed in a chemically identical polymer m
was explained by Leibleret al.and Gay as follows.11,12Once
the brush and the melt are in contact, they adjust the pen
tion lengthl so as to minimize the overall interfacial fre
energy. The extra stretching of the brush, when the interf
is broadened over the widthl, contributes to the interfacia
energy asFbrush.kBTsl2/Na4.11,26 The contribution of the
melt component to the interfacial energy,Fmelt, however,
scales differently for different melt chain~free chain!
lengths. For a melt of short chains (P,P* , where P*
5N2/3s22/3 is a crossover polymerization index predicted
Leibler et al. and Gay!, it scales asFmelt.2kBTl/Pa3,
which comes from the contribution from the translation
entropy of the solvent since in this case the melt chains
be considered as pointlike objects (aP1/2!l). On the other
hand, for a melt of longer chains (P.P* ), the melt interfa-
cial energy scales asFmelt.kBT/la, which is positive and
accounts for the fact that when the interface width is sma
than the typical extension of the solvent moleculesl
!aP1/2), many conformation of the free chains~those that
would cross the interface! are forbidden near the interface
Therefore, in this case, the decrease of the distance betw
the brushes causes a progressive expulsion of the free c
and gives rise to an increasingly negative energy of inte
tion. The minimum is attained when the two brushes star
compress each other and a positive repulsive contributio
the energy appears. Indeed, our calculation agrees with
scaling predictions of Leibleret al. and Gay fairly well. For
s50.25 ~squares! and s50.156 ~circles!, in which sN1/2

.(N/P)3/2, it is seen that the interactions are attractiv
while for s50.039~stars!, wheresN1/2,(N/P)3/2, the inter-
action is purely repulsive.

In the arguments of Leibleret al. and Gay, the latera

FIG. 6. Free energy of interaction of two brushes as a function of
distance between the two front surfaces withN5P550, L531, W53 for
different values of the grafting density:s50.039 ~stars!, s50.117 ~tri-
angles!, s50.156~circles!, ands50.25~squares!. The symbols are obtained
for the numerical calculations and the solid curves are the fits to
symbols.
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length of the brushes is assumed to be infinitively longL
→`) and is thus not considered to be a relevant length sc
Our 2D SCF calculation reveals, however, it is not the ca
Figure 7 shows the interaction free energy of the two brus
with different L and fixed grafting densitys in the regime
(P.P* ). It is seen that forL/aN1/2@1, at intermediate dis-
tances the interactions are attractive, which is similar to t
in Fig. 6 with P.P* ; however, as forL/aN1/2!1(L53, the
stars in Fig. 7!, the interaction is purely repulsive. In fact, a
L, W!aN1/2, the structure of the grafted layers appears l
that of star polymers. Witten and Pincus considered the
bilization of extra-small colloidal particles grafted by poly
mer chains.27 Using scaling argument, they showed that f
long chain and high grafting density the grafted layers ex
rience purely repulsive force, which is in agreement with t
present 2D SCF calculation. Therefore, our 2D SCF calcu
tion shows that the lateral length of the clay sheets is ind
a new relevant length scale in the problem we conside
here. Decreasing the lateral length of the clay sheets
cause a substantial change in the interacting force betw
the clay sheets. The appearance of the attractive interac
can either be caused by increasing the grafting density o
increasing the lateral length of the clay sheets.

We calculate in a systematic way the locus of pointsN,
P, L, ands at which the attractive interaction disappears. F
fixed value ofN, P, andL, the grafting density was varied
until the first value ofs, for which the free energy of inter
action becomes negative, was found. The free energy
computed with accuracy to four decimal places and in so
cases a few thousand iterations of the set of equations w
necessary in order to attain the desired precision. The res
obtained for N5P530 ~filled circles! and N5P550
~squares! are shown in Fig. 8. Also shown in the same figu
is the curve corresponding to the scaling function

sN1/25 f 1~L/aN1/2! ~13!

with

e

e

FIG. 7. Free energy of interaction of two brushes as a function of
distance between the two front surfaces withN5P550, s50.25,W53 for
different values of the lateral length:L53 ~stars!, L57 ~triangles!, L515
~circles!, andL531 ~squares!. The symbols are obtained from the numeric
calculations and the solid curves are the fits to the symbols.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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f 1~X!5H 1, X@1,

`, X!1,
~14!

whereX5L/aN1/2. The scaling function is proposed bas
on the following observations. In theL/aN1/2@1 limit, the
structure of the grafted layer is that of a polymer brush at
infinitely long, flat interface, in which case scaling argume
by de Gennes and Gay show that the beginning of the ex
sion of the mobile chains from the grafted layer occurs wh
sN1/2.(N/P)3/2;8,12 while in the L/aN1/2!1 limit, the
structure of the grafted layer is that of a star polymer,
which case the scaling argument by Witten and Pincus
experiments and simulations by Likoset al. show that the
interactions between two star polymers are pur
repulsive.27,28 The general trends of our data are well rep
sented by the scaling prediction.

In Fig. 9 we present the results obtained for the distan
for which the minimum of the interaction is attained for va
ous values ofN, P, s, andL. Since the effective attraction
between the brushes results from the replacement of two
favorable brush–melt interfaces by a single brush–brush
terface, the distance at which the attraction attains its m
mum value is roughly the sum of the two equilibrium heigh
of the brushes, i.e.,

H* .2h.2aNs. ~15!

Indeed, it is seen from Fig. 9 that all the curves are stra
lines. However, the slopes of the lines appear to be dep
dent on the value ofL/aN1/2. For the cases withL563, N
530 ~filled circles!, and N550 ~open circles!, all the data
points fall onto one line and the slope of the line is equa
2, in accordance with Eq.~15!, which means that for
L/aN1/2@1 the lateral length is not relevant in determinin
the peak position. However, decreasing the value ofL/aN1/2

decreases the slope of the lines, which means that in

FIG. 8. Locus of points~N, s, L! that characterize the beginning of th
expulsive of the mobile chains from the grafted layer. Results are prese
for N5P530 ~filled circles! andN5P550 ~squares!. The solid and dashed
curves are the sketch of the proposed scaling function defined in Eq.~14!.
The upper cartoon denotes an interaction with an attractive part and
lower one denotes a purely repulsive interaction.
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intermediate regime (L;aN1/2), the lateral length of the
clay sheets is relevant and the peak position is affected
this length scale.

Finally, the minimum of the attractive energy varie
with the values ofN, P, s, andL. In Fig. 10, it is seen that
for small L/aN1/2 values (L/aN1/2;1), uFminu/r0kBTL in-
creases with the increase ofL/aN1/2, while for largeL/aN1/2

values (L/aN1/2@1), uFminu/r0kBTL appears to saturate a
different values for different grafted and melt chains, whi
is reasonable: for an infinitively long sheet, the attract
energy per unit length is independent of its lateral length29

The asymptotic behavior of the energy inL cannot be de-
scribed by the existing scaling theory.

ed

he

FIG. 9. The position of the minimum of the interaction free energy a
function of the polymerization indexes of the grafted and melt chains,N and
P, the lateral length of the clay sheets,L, and the grafting density,s.

FIG. 10. Absolute value of the minimum of the interaction free energy
two brushes at a fixed grafting density~s50.25! with N5P530 ~filled
squares! andN5P550 ~squares! as a function of the lateral length of th
clay sheets,L. For each data point, three independent runs starting w
different initial ~random! states were carried out to estimate the typical er
of the free energy difference calculation and the error bars were thus d
mined.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

We have used a 2D SCF algorithm to carry out a s
tematic analysis of two brush-coated clay sheets immerse
a polymer melt. One of the main findings of this article
that, in addition to the polymerization indexes of the graft
chainsN, and the free chainsP, and the grafting densitys,
the lateral length of the clay sheetsL is also a relevant length
scale in the system we considered here. We have found
due to subtle entropic and elastic effects the interactions
tween the two grafted layers show an attractive part by va
ing either the grafting densitys or the lateral length of the
clay sheetsL at fixed polymerization indexes of the graftin
chainsN and the matrix~free! chainsP. We have calculated
the locus of pointsN, P, L, ands at which the expulsion of
the free chains from the grafted layers begins and the att
tive interaction disappears. We have shown that the pos
interfacial tension between the grafted and the free chain
responsible for the appearance of the attractive minimum
the interaction energy of two brushes immersed in a che
cally identical polymer melt. These findings may have va
ous implications for creating novel polymeric nanocomp
ites.

The present 2D SCF model bridges the gap between
existing models for brushes grafted on flat interface and s
of polymer chains tethered to a central microscopic co
Such a model would be useful to investigate the struct
and phase diagrams of the experimental systems such as
assembly of grafted nano-particles immersed in polymer
trix, colloidal stabilization in a polymer solution, and wettin
of protected surfaces by polymeric materials. The essen
features of these systems can be analyzed within the m
presented here.

In our calculation, we have takenN5P, however, it is
known from a 1D SCF calculation~in which the length scale
of the inorganic particles is assumed to be much larger t
that of the polymer chains grafted on them! that the interac-
tion between the two brushes are profoundly influenced
the melt chain polymerization index,P.13 Thus, it is interest-
ing to see what will be the effect of the free chain polym
ization indexP in the regime of intermediate sheet length
Finally, we note that it is straightforward to extend th
present model to other complicated yet still realistic situ
tions, for example, if the grafted chains and the matrix cha
are chemically different, either incompatible~with the Flory
interaction parameterx.0! or attractive~x,0!, the structure
and interactions of the grafted layers are greatly influenc
as was shown by recent 1D SCF studies.14,30 Another inter-
esting example is to investigate the clay particles disper
in a lamellar matrix composed of a block copolymer or
lyotropic smectic.31,32 These works are currently underway
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APPENDIX A: THE SCF PROCEDURE

In this Appendix, we briefly describe our numeric
method. First, we discretize the variablesx, z ands as

x5 iDx, i 51,2, . . . ,Lx ,

z5 j Dz, j 51,2, . . . ,Lz , ~A1!

s5tDs, t51,2, . . . ,M ,

whereLx andLz are lattice sizes along thex andz directions,
respectively. TypicallyDx5Dz51, Ds51, andM was cho-
sen asM5N when solving the diffusion equation of thea
chains andM5P for the b chains. The statistical length o
the monomers,a, was set to bea51 and the volume of the
monomersr0

2151. The SCF equations are solved on the 2
Lx3Lz lattice with periodic boundary condition. Our algo
rithm then comprises six steps which are described as
lows @We write q(r ,s) asq( i , j ,t), other position dependen
variables are written in a similar way.#

~1! Set the initial values of the potential fieldswa( i , j )
andwb( i , j ) using a random number generator. Set the ini
value of the potential fieldj( i , j ) to j( i , j )51/2@wa( i , j )
1wb( i , j )#.

~2! Solve the modified diffusion equations ofqa( i , j ,t),
qa

†( i , j ,t) and qb( i , j ,t) with the given initial and boundary
conditions using the Crank–Nicholson method and
alternating-direction implicit~ADI ! scheme~see Appendix
B!.

~3! Evaluate the monomer densitiesca( i , j ) andcb( i , j )
conjugated towa( i , j ) andwb( i , j ) using discrete versions o
the Eqs.~8! and ~9!:

ca~ i , j !5
nara

21

Qa
Ds(

t50

N

qa~ i , j ,t !qa
†~ i , j ,t !, ~A2!

cb~ i , j !5
nbr0

21

Qb
Ds(

t50

P

qb~ i , j ,t !qb~ i , j ,P2t !. ~A3!

~4! Update the potential fieldswa( i , j ), wb( i , j ), and
j( i , j ) using the following descriptions:

wa
new~ i , j !5wa

old~ i , j !1v@jold~ i , j !2wa
old~ i , j !#, ~A4!

wb
new~ i , j !5wb

old~ i , j !1v@jold~ i , j !2wb
old~ i , j !#, ~A5!

jnew~ i , j !5jold~ i , j !1j@12ca~ i , j !2cb~ i , j !#. ~A6!

~5! Evaluate the free energy of the system using the
lowing discrete version of the Eq.~4!:

F
r0kBT

52nar0
21ln

Qa

nar0
21

2nbr0
21ln

Qb

nbr0
21

1aDxDz(
i 51

Lx

(
j 51

Lz

@2wa~ i , j !ca~ i , j !

2wb~ i , j !cb~ i , j !2j~ i , j !~12ca~ i , j !

2cb~ i , j !!#, ~A7!

where
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Qa5aDxDz(
i 51

Lx

(
j 51

Lz

qa~ i , j ,t !qa
†~ i , j ,t ! ~A8!

and

Qb5aDxDz(
i 51

l x

(
j 51

Lz

qb~ i , j ,t !qb~ i , j ,P2t !, ~A9!

Note that bothQa andQb are independent of the paramet
t.

~6! Return to step~2!.
The iterative procedure continues until the~relative! free

energy changes at each iteration are reduced to 1024. The
relaxation parameterv appearing in step~4! determines how
fast the free energy converges to a local minimum. In
present articlev is set to bev50.1. The parameterj is set to
be j51.0. As long asj is not small, the incompressibility
condition, Eq.~7!, is ensured and the resulting density pr
files and free energies are independent of its particular va
Larger values ofv andj can speed up convergence but a
may lead to numerical instabilities.

APPENDIX B: THE ADI SCHEME

We take the modified diffusion equation ofqa( i , j ,t)
@Eq. ~1!# as an example. The discrete version of Eq.~1! is
obtained by using the Crank–Nicholson method:23

qa~ i , j ,t !2qa~ i , j ,t21!

Ds

5
a2

12
@¹x

2qa~ i , j ,t !1¹z
2qa~ i , j ,t !

1¹x
2qa~ i , j ,t21!1¹z

2qa~ i , j ,t21!#2
1

2
wa~ i , j !

3@qa~ i , j ,t !1qa~ i , j ,t21!#. ~B1!

The above equation is solved by the so-cal
alternating-direction implicit scheme.23 The idea is to divide
each timestep into two steps of sizeDs/2. In each substep,
different direction is treated implicitly:

qaS i , j ,t2
1

2D5qa~ i , j ,t21!1
a2Ds

12 F¹x
2qaS i , j ,t2

1

2D
1¹z

2qa~ i , j ,t21!G2
Ds

4
wa~ i , j !

3FqaS i , j ,t2
1

2D1qa~ i , j ,t21! G , ~B2!

qa~ i , j ,t !5qaS i , j ,t2
1

2D1
a2Ds

12 F¹x
2qaS i , j ,t2

1

2D
1¹z

2qa~ i , j ,t !G2
Ds

4
wa~ i , j !Fqa~ i , j ,t !

1qaS i , j ,t2
1

2D G . ~B3!

The second derivative¹x
2qa( i , j ,t) is defined as¹x

2qa(i,j,t)
5qa(i11,j,t)1qa(i21,j,t)22qa(i,j,t)/(Dx)2 and ¹z

2qa( i , j ,t)
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is defined in a similar way. After some algebra the abo
equations can be written into the following tridiagonal form
in i and j, respectively,

Aqa~ i 21,j ,t2 1
2!1B~ i , j !qa~ i , j ,t2 1

2!1Cqa~ i 11,j ,t2 1
2!

5D~ i , j ,t21! ~B4!

and

Aqa~ i , j 21,t !1B~ i , j !qa~ i , j ,t !1Cqa~ i , j 11,t !

5D8~ i , j ,t2 1
2!. ~B5!

With the given initial and boundary conditions, the tridiag
nal matrices are solved to obtainqa( i , j ,t). The diffusion
equations ofqa

†( i , j ,t) andqb( i , j ,t) can be solved similarly.
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